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RESUME DU PROJET PROPOSE ET TECHNIQUES ENVISAGEES (MAXIMUM 1 PAGE) : 
 

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental pathology with several comorbidities, including 

gastrointestinal disorders. Gastrointestinal disorders significantly affect the quality of life of these patients, and can 

exacerbate behavioral symptoms. Gastrointestinal disorders have been associated with intestinal dysbiosis, but remain 

poorly understood pathophysiologically. The transfer of microbiota from ASD patients to mice results in behavioral as 

well as digestive symptoms, apparently affecting the enteric nitrergic pathway. However, the mediators of 

communication between microbiota and gut are still largely unknown, but they could involve extracellular vesicles (EVs). 

EVs are signaling cargoes that mediate intercellular and inter-organ communication. Their potential role in microbiota-

host interactions has never been studied in the context of ASD. The hypothesis is that fecal EVs (f-EVs), which contain 

EVs produced by the microbiota, are mediators between the microbiota and enteric neurons, targeting the nitrergic 

pathway and contributing to gastrointestinal disorders in autism. 

We isolated f-EVs from the stool of controls and ASD patients and applied them to cultured rat enteric neurons. 

Their impact on neuronal activity, connectivity and the nitrergic pathway was assessed by Ca2+ imaging and protein 

expression/distribution respectively. 

Our initial results show a significant difference in the size, number and metabolite composition of f-EV between 

the control and ASD patients. Then, acute treatment with f-EVs from ASD patients induced in enteric neurons an 

immediate increase of intracellular Ca2+ that was more sustained than with f-EVs from controls. After 48h of treatment, 

we found an increase in the number of PSD95 synaptic clusters in neurons treated with f-EVs from ASD patients 

compared to controls. PSD95 is a scaffolding protein involved in the recruitment of the neuronal nitric oxide synthase 

(nNOS), an enzyme responsible for nitric oxide (NO) production. Interestingly, an increase in nNOS expression and in the 

number of nNOS neurons was observed with f-EV from ASD patients, associated with an increase in NO production and 

nitrosative stress. 

The aim of the internship will therefore be to confirm these results by analyzing nitrosative stress on enteric 

neuron cultures. In addition, to confirm the in vitro observations, an in vivo study will be envisaged. Animals will receive 

f-EV by gavage, and behavioral and digestive tests will be carried out. Finally, to investigate the potential effect of f-EVs 

on enteric nervous system remodeling, histological analyses will be performed on the intestines of treated mice. 

 

 

TECHNIQUES ENVISAGEES : 

CELL CULTURE (ENTERIC NEURONS), BIOCHEMISTRY (WESTERN BLOT) HISTOLOGY (IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE), 
CALCIUM IMAGING, DAF-FM IMAGING (NITRIC OXIDE PRODUCTION), BEHAVIORAL AND DIGESTIVE TESTS.  

FAMILIARITY WITH ANIMALS AND A DIPLOMA IN ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE.  
 


